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Star Wars Tie Fighter
Spencer Huang



Top View



Front View



Back View



Bottom View



Finished Product



Jenna’s final project 



My final project: A Mickey Mouse phone 
holder 



Guitar Bin

Made By: Ben Holthaus



Design: I first measured a guitar then I scaled the 
dimensions down to about ⅕ the size and then finally 
created a model using the scaled down measurements 
in the Autodesk Inventor Program and printed it.



Charging 
Station 3D

   R.J. 
WHITE



Piggy Bank 
Charging Station

Renate Vollering 



Design of the Charger Station



How it turned out



information
- The phone holder is located on top of the head, behind the ears.
- There is a hole on the bottom that leads to the phone holder part. This was 

created so that you can put your charger cord through while you have your 
phone on the holder.

- The eyes of the pig were invented to put coins in there, the nose holes are there 
so you can get the coins out again.

- 3.7 inches high, 4.7 inches wide



Frisbee
Ben Pribanic



Kalina Deutsch

Keychain  Box Personal Project



Maddy Culp

Keychain Box Personal Project



Logan Gaussa



By: Ben Hrehocik



Destroyer
 



iPhone Case

By: Sneha Bhalodia



DESIGN: 

Front

The front is shelled allowing the phone to be placed 
inside.

Back

All the letters are extruded. 



Final Product



iPhone 6 
Case

By: Kelsey Riemer



Design of the Case
Bottom View 
of the iPhone 

Case:

The letters are 
extruded and 
the squares 
are cut outs 

from the 
actual form of 

the phone 
case

Top View of the 
iPhone Case:

The phone is 
placed into the 

shelled portion of 
the phone case 
and the curved 
edged should 

hold the iPhone 
in place



Final Product



Ryan Burkett



Final Project: Camera

By: Aniqah Rafi



My 3D Camera

Top Picture: This is the front view of my camera 

model. I extruded (emitted) the lense for the 
camera to look more realistic. 

Middle Picture: This is the top view of my camera 
model. I added a button to represent the actual 

button that takes a picture. The hole is where I will 

most likely put a tiny picture of something. The 
little knobs are just extra decoration for a realistic 

idea. 

Bottom Picture: This is a side view of my camera 
model, and it shows a general overview of my 

whole project. 



STEAM 2016 
FAB Lab

Brody Ploeger



Box

Headphone 
Stand



Keychain



Headphone Stand



STEAM 2016

Danny O’Brien



Key Chain



Box



Knee Hockey Stick



Grace’s Final Project



Laser engraver design



3D printer design



Final Product



James Metzger

Keychain

Dice



Dominic Zottola

KeychainPhone Stand



Personal Project - Lauren Wieczenski


